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Ishwar Center, New York.

Dear Friends,

In the coming days, there are going to be 3 major planetary shifts. The first major shift is that of Rahu and Ketu. These
planets move once in every 1 ½ Years. This will happen on August 17th. Rahu will move into Cancer and Ketu into
Capricorn.

The next major shift will be of the planet Jupiter. Jupiter will move from Virgo into Libra on September 12th. Lastly, the
mighty Saturn will move from Scorpio into Sagittarius on October 26th. Jupiter moves every 1 year and Saturn moves
every 2 ½ years.

As of today, the planets are already in a complexed situation. On August 21st, there will be a total solar eclipse. All the
planets will be between Rahu and Ketu, which are 180 degrees apart from each other. This will create a lot of negative
energy around. This position is called kaal sarpa yog in Jyotish, Vedic astrology. This is a very evil combination and
between August 21st until February 5th 2018, all the planets will be in the orb of Rahu and Ketu, barring Moon, which will
be outside the orb every 15 days. Therefore the situation in the world is going to be very difficult.

Whenever these planets move, some major changes come around in people’s lives and some major situations are
created in the world which affects many countries.

I will now study the planets for America, India and other places and then write about individual moon signs and what they
should expect in the coming few months.

w

w

Predictions for the World:

America:

As per America’s chart, the country is in the major period of Rahu. I feel there will be hidden enemies that may cause
stress in the country. There may be some water related pollution which may cause some poisonous effect and people
may fall sick.

From mid September this country will start doing well and there will be good trades, money, prosperity and growth. This
good period will continue for 1 year.

But from October 26th on wards, in parallel, some restraining forces will act against America. Some officials of the
Whitehouse will fall out, some may get defamed and there could be some shuffling and changes. I also see that the
military is going to get active and there could be a build up for an anticipated war.
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Donald and Mikey
Donald Trump will finish his peak of the seven and a half year cycle of Saturn so things should get better for him from end
of October on wards. Hillary Clinton will probably go away somewhere on a holiday but her mental state will become
worse. She will start to lose her memory or blank out at times. Big headache gone for Donald! Mike Pence, the vice
president will do much better and get more peace of mind. Yes, Micky and Donald will work better together this time! Not
like in the comics. I already wrote in my previous predictions that Hillary or Bernie Sanders could never become
president, so these are out of the picture. Ivanka Trump is going to play an important role and may get an important
portfolio in the government. Melania Trump’s chart also shows that her husband and children are going to do great from
mid September on wards. So looks like the ‘Trumpet’ will blow after all! – As predicted!

Europe:

There could be heavy rains and floods in Europe and the waterways, docks will get impacted. Storms will ravage Europe
and also the Queen will get debilitated. There will also be some terrorist attacks in Europe, maybe in London itself.
Islamic fanatics will try to create explosions in transport systems and would create havoc. There are just too many
potential terrorists already holed in there. Maybe Donald Trump is doing the right thing by banning some potential threats
into America.

India:
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For India the situation does not look good even now. There will be floods, landslides and natural disasters between now
and February. There will be a war situation and enemies will try to infiltrate the country from the North- Northwest side
and also from the South west side through water. The country will be at risk from its neighbors. Prime Minister Modi’s
position will be challenged and he will be under tremendous pressure because of the war situation. The Indian Prime
Minister has been blessed by Bhagwan Sri Satya Sai Baba long back and Baba told one of his students that Narendra
Modi would be “Bharat bhagya vidhataa” – meaning, the man who would create a good destiny for India. Narendra Modi
is a very righteous and spiritual man.

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi seeks Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba's blessings
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Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi offering flowers to Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba

The time has come for some unmaking and remaking for mankind. The end of Kaliyuga, the dark age is almost here now.
There will be a lot of destruction and clearing out in the world before calm and peace sets in by the divine hand of God
Himself. As per my astrological calculations, the new age will set in from April 2020 and will fully set in by 2022. This will
happen by the incarnation of God Himself in human form. This will be His 3rd Incarnation. After this, there will be peace
and harmony in the world for 1000 years.

Predictions for Individuals:

Now let’s take a look at the individual moon signs.

Those who are born under the moon sign of:

ARIES:

w

Aries moon signs people need not worry much. At the most, they may have some concerns about children, their own
health and this will be okay after a month. The good thing is that those who are unmarried will get some good
connections and may get married in the coming time.

w

TAURUS:

Those who have moon in Taurus should be careful when driving and may experience some problems in health. Therefore
should be extra cautious until end of October. These people will also get some opportunity for a new job opening or better
at the present job or business.

GEMINI:

Gemini moons signs should particularly take care of their home front as there may be disturbing factors which may arise.
Mother, her well being or health could also be a cause of concern. Try to keep calm. Wearing a natural pearl set in silver
will be good.

CANCER:
Cancer people need to be cautious about the food they eat. They may get food poisoning, or some allergic reaction to
something they eat. I would recommend avoid eating animal food for 1 month. They may also have some problems with
mouth, teeth or throat area. Cancer moon signs should always wear a Red Coral.
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LEO:
The Leo people may have problems with their spouses and work area as well. Therefore they should try to control their
reactions and pray every Saturday mornings and be vegetarian on Saturdays. They may have to travel soon.

VIRGO:

Those who have Virgo as their moon signs will be experiencing a transit called ardh asthma shani. This is the Saturn
transiting the 4th house from the moon sign and generally causes mental and emotional stress. Sometimes it also affects
personal life and relationships. They should wear a blue sapphire to counter the negative effect of Saturn as this will last
until Jan 2020. The good thing is that Virgo people will make good money and jobs and business will do well.

LIBRA:

Libra moon signs will be done with their seven and a half year cycle of Saturn after October 26th and that will be such a
relief for many. Until then, they may have issues about home affairs, concerns about mother, their own health related to
lungs, chest infection and probably kidney troubles. They may also travel overseas within 1 month until October 26th.
Jupiter is favorable for them after September 12th and Libra people can get some divine blessings. They are
recommended to wear an Emerald.

SCORPIO:

Scorpio moon signs have the last leg of the Saturn cycle to go through until Jan 2020. They may also save some health
issues, particularly women who will have some typically woman health issues. But these can be cured within 1 month.
Thereafter from end of October onwards, they may have concerns about their mother and also experience some
heaviness in the chest area. They should wear a natural pearl set in silver of at least 10 carats in weight and pray every
Saturday mornings.

SAGITTARIUS:
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Those under this sign will be in the peak of the seven and a half year cycle of Saturn from October 26th onwards and they
should exercise care and caution as their personal life, relationships and work areas will get affected. Jupiter will come to
rescue the relationships but job front looks difficult. Therefore they should pray every Saturday morning and be
vegetarian on Saturdays. Wearing a Ruby and Emerald will help greatly.

CAPRICORN:

Capricorn moon signs will start their Saturn cycle from October end and they should wear a blue sapphire as soon as
possible. There will be some danger to father and some misfortunes to follow after. They should also wear a Hessonite to
block the evil effects of Rahu which will be transiting their house of marriage and relationships.

AQUARIUS:
Aquarius moon signs will generally be fortunate, except for some dull health issues and mental strain or stress. They
have a very fortunate Jupiter in their charts which has many good promises like children or their betterment, good
finances and spiritual blessings. Happy travels ahead of them. They too can wear a blue sapphire to minimize the
negatives.

PISCES:
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Pisces moon signs will mainly be challenged in their partnerships, relationships and marriage. They will have to be
prepared for changes in work area or place and also residence. These may not exactly be pleasant. They should surely
wear a big white natural Pearl and also a Cats eye to counter the evils of Ketu.

For more information on astrological gemstones, you can read here:
http://www.ishwarcenter.org/gemstones.htm

Message for all:

Have faith in God and pray for all and for peace in the world. Remember, every thought and feeling, action and reaction
creates karma. Therefore if we all pray sincerely then so much of positive energy will be released in the universe which
will neutralize the negative energy. We should within ourselves and with others, always be happy. Hear good, say good,
feel good, do good and see good. We all need to transform ourselves. We have to practice the positive being every day,
every moment. This itself can avert disaster and destruction in the world. Yes, if millions of people generate positive vibes
each day, the world will indeed transform.

God bless you all.
Dr Rakesh Kumar
Chairman

ISHWAR CENTER
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